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3rd Grade Algebra List 1 of 1
WhichWord? Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) One of the mutiplicatin properties is called ______.

6) Fractions need a ______ to add them.

A. conclusion
B. multiples
C. distributive
D. inverse relationships

2) I reached a ______ at the end of the experiment.

A. expression
B. like denominator
C. multiples
D. distributive

7) 9 - x = 6 is an ______ as there is an = sign.

A. multiples
B. decimal
C. inverse relationships
D. conclusion

3) 2x+3x-x is an ______ as there is no = sign.

A. equation
B. domain
C. conclusion
D. form

8) The ______ 0.4 is equal to four tenths.

A. equation
B. expression
C. multiples
D. range

4) Standard ______ is one way to write an equation.

A. decimal
B. equation
C. multiples
D. domain

9) 1 variable decreases while the other increases in
______.

A. form
B. solution
C. decimal
D. inequality

5) If two numbers are not equal they are called an
______.

A. domain
B. multiples
C. decimal
D. inverse relationships

10) The ______ is the y value of a point on a graph.

A. inequality
B. form
C. multiples
D. like denominator

A. expression
B. like denominator
C. range
D. conclusion
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11) The answer to an equation can also be called a
______.
A. form
B. like denominator
C. solution
D. equation

12) The ______ or x value of the point was 5.
A. equation
B. domain
C. inverse relationships
D. range

13) Six and nine are ______ of three.
A. equation
B. distributive
C. multiples
D. expression
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